A training team of two
world-class instructors and
a local coordinator will
conduct two training
events in a one-week
period consisting of a
Symposium on “Leading
Your Organization to
Disaster Resilience” and a
Workshop on “Step by
Step to Disaster
Resilience”

Leading Your Organization to
Disaster Resilience Symposium
A one-day intensive symposium with a focus
on how to create a “culture of resilience”
through careful examination of various case
studies and an overview of key leadership
functions.

Step by Step to Disaster Resilience
Workshop
This 3-day workshop will cover elements of
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and
Mitigation. Instructors will lead students
through a detailed analysis of themes within
each of these elements to ensure they are
ready to effectively handle disaster
prevention and recovery.

Building a Crisis
Resilient Organization
It’s Not If, But When
Learn to mitigate the threat of disaster
from leaders in the field of Emergency
Management

Our Instructors

Our Instructors

Janet K. Benini

Ellis Stanley, Sr.

Senior Advisor of International
Preparedness Programs in the US
Department of Transportation,
Designated Civil Emergency
Planning Expert with a focus on
transportation system for the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
and leader of work on Supply Chain
Resilience for the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC). She has
worked as Director of Response and
Planning for The White House, and multiple
positions of increasing responsibility for the
California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services.

Managing Partner Ellis Stanley
Partners, LLC. Since January 2014 Mr.
Stanley has been the Managing
Partner of Ellis Stanley Partners,
which is responsible for Executive
Training, Leadership Seminars, and
Speaking, Contributing writer for
textbooks and resiliency and
recovery planning. Mr. Stanley is a member of Resilient
America Roundtable, which is within the National
Research Council’s National Academy of Sciences. Mr.
Stanley serves as an instructor at American University
where he teaches Senior Crisis Management
/Command & Control. He also serves as an instructor at
Harvard University where he teaches Meta-Leadership
as has co-presented seminars around the country.

Daryl Spiewak, CEM
Certified Emergency Manager
(CEM), Certified Texas
Emergency Manager (TEM),
Master Exercise Practitioner
(MEP), is a founder and Vice
President of the Council for the
Accreditation of Emergency
Management Education
(CAEMA), formerly the
Foundation for Higher Education
Accreditation. Currently, Mr. Spiewak manages two private
consulting companies providing emergency management
and homeland security services to public and private
organizations. He teaches online management courses for
the University of Phoenix as an Advanced Certified Facilitator
and as an adjunct instructor for the Texas Division of
Emergency Management.

Certifications
Upon completion of the
symposium or workshop,
students will be awarded
credits toward CEM and
receive a Certificate of
Completion.

